COM CLINICAL Student Reporting Pathway
COVID-19 Symptoms, High-Risk Exposure, or Positive Test

1. **COM CLINICAL Student**
   High-Risk Exposure or COVID-19 Symptoms or COVID-19 Positive Test

2. **LEAVE IMMEDIATELY**
   Clinical Site / Facility / Work Related Building

3. **CONTACT**
   Supervisor, Personal PCP, & Employee Health (Where Applicable)

4. **COMPLETE MANDATORY**
   College of Medicine COVID-19 Concern Form

5. **COMPLETE MANDATORY**
   TAMU COVID-19 Report Form

6. **NOTIFY**
   Clerkship Director and
   **SUBMIT**
   MACH Absence Form

7. Follow COM
   Symptom or Exposure Algorithm

8. **RETURN Upon COMPLETION** of
   High-Risk Exposure Re-entry Algorithm
   or
   **COVID POSITIVE Re-entry Algorithm**